1. MUS wellness week
   a. A week of activities oriented around promoting mental health and wellbeing amongst constituents
   b. Lots of clubs and organizations will be present to share positive mental health tactics and tools to students

2. MUS BOD meeting
   a. Meeting will be held on Wednesday 31st, will present updates in LC accordingly

3. Executive portfolios
   a. All executive portfolios are progressing as expected, following their envisioned timelines and accomplishing their respective goals

4. General assembly and BOD vote
   a. The MUS held a GA with our constituents to present and share all portfolios and progress done so far in the year, with a strong turnout and interest
   b. We have filled all the outstanding seats on the BOD

5. Hype week
   a. Our annual event, hype week, will commence be held from November 5-9th, hope you all enjoy yourselves and see you there!
   b. Revised ethics policy to ensure the maintenance of a safe space throughout the week